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NEWS OF THE MONTH.
On the afternoon of Nov. 14th, we were very agree
ably surprised to receive a visit from one of our most
highly honored Alumni, the Rt. Rev. Bishop Bradley of
Manchester, N. H. The following morning the Rt. Rev.
Bishop celebrated Mass for the hoys, in the College
Chapel. After breakfast he was visited by the presi
dents of the different classes, who asked for a holiday.
This he kindly granted, and thus added a new pleasure
to that already afforded by his presence.
*
# #
The members of the Philomathic and B. J. F. Debat
ing Societies were allowed the privilege of attending the
lecture delivered by the Hon. T. D. Sullivan, M.P., in Me
chanics Hall, on Wednesday evening, Nov. 14th. Mr.
Sullivan was greeted by an enthusiastic audience, who
listened attentively to the careful narration of the chief
political happenings in Ireland during the past decade.
One of the principal attractions of the evening, was the
reeital, by the lecturer, of some of his own ballads, in
which were vividly described many interesting phases
pf the great land agitation in Ireland. By request, at
the conclusion of his speech, Mr. Sullivan sang “ God Save
Ireland.” In this he was heartily joined by the audience.
#
* *
The boys entered on their annual retreat of three days
on Nov. 7th, under the direction of Rev. Fr. John
Published by CrossWorks,
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Conway, S. J. The high hopes entertained by the boys,
because of the Rev. Father who was chosen to give
them the exercises, were more than realized. That the
retreat was a success, was made manifest by the close at
tention paid throughout to the instructions, and the fact
that all received Holy Communion at the conclusion. A
handsome souvenir of the retreat, prepared by the pro
fessors of science, Mr. Collins, S. J., and Mr. Rousseau,
S. J., will be distributed among the boys. The souvenir
is a small photograph of the famous picture, Madonna
Della Sedia, by Raphael. This picture was painted in
1516, and is preserved in the Pitti Palace at Florence.
On the back of the souvenir will be printed an appropri
ate inscription by the Rev. Fr. Conway, S. J., which will
always call to mind the good resolutions of the retreat of’94.
*
* *
That portion of the new building known as the
science department, is rapidly approaching completion,
and when entirely finished and equipped will afford the
students of science many opportunities, which owing to
limited quarters they do not at present enjoy. The
science department will oceupy the entire first floor of
the south wing. This floor, measuring about 48 feet by
100, will afford ample accommodation for physics and
chemistry. There will be a lecture room with an ele
vated amphitheatre, a cabinet with dark room attached,
and a chemical laboratory. The lecture room occupies the
western section.
Its southern exposure renders it well suited for physi
cal work requiring sunlight. Adjoining it will be the
cabinet, while the chemical laboratory, a very cheerful
room, lighted on three sides and completely isolated from
the rest of the building, will be situated on the eastern
side of this wing. A large ventilating shaft will, it is
hoped, keep the building free from the offensive fumes
which render our present quarters so objectionable.
There will be four working tables supplied with water
and gas, accommodating forty men.
This part of
the building will, it seems, be the first completed.
Nothing remains now to be done except the'flooring and
trimming. The equipment of this department will entail
considerable expense, and hence cannot be undertaken,
unless some lover of education and friend of Holy Cross,
will assist us to make it worthy of the college and the
cause of science.
J ohn B. W hite , ’98.
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A BAD BOY AT HOLY CROSS IN ’48 .
I hope to interest you by the reminiscences of a bad
boy who left his home, near the foot of the Blue Ridge
Mountains, the garden spot of Frederick County, Md.,
en route to Holy Cross College, in early October, 1848. I
arrived at my destination early in the morning, and was
shown to the parlor, where Fr. Early, who was then
President, soon met me and gave me a hearty welcome.
His kindness upon that occassion I shall not forget—a
kindness which I had ample opportunity afterward^ of
knowing was habitual to him, and made him an object of
love to us all. You may be certain that not many weeks
were required to bring me the contented feeling of being
at home. A day or two sufficed to teach me the ropes,
or as we then called it, “ the walkings” of things about
the college. Good old Fr. Fenwick was Prefect of
Studies; I think that our first meeting was very satisfac
tory to us both; at any rate much more agreeable to me
than many another meeting I had with him. Armed
with a note from him, I soon introduced myself to Mr.
Creighton, S. J., professor of the third grammar class,
to which I had been assigned.
Mr. Creighton was an excellent professor, but I sadly
repaid all his noble endeavors to urge me on in “ learn
ing’s rugged path,” by many a prank and mad-cap trick
which must have tried his patience. He had his hour of
retribution, however, and upon more than one occasion
did I pay dear for my fun by having to forego all
recreation after class. Our class numbered thirty, and right
good fellowS they w ere; of them I know of but one
other besides myself, who is now living, the Rev. J. F.
Flatley, a highly esteemed and worthy pastor of Cam
bridge, Mass. He was a good boy, a good student, and
a first class hard-hitter at hand ball. The attendance was
large, both numerically and physically, for we counted
many stalwart men among u s; the line was led by a
great six-footer, John Brownson, followed by John Mul
ligan, Joe Callahan, Jim Sullivan, and others of little
less proportion.'
We had to keep ranks in trim those days; no talking
was allowed, and if any one failed to be in his place at
the #tap of the bell, he heard of it the next day, in the
shape of fifty lines as an extra desert during the noon
recess. Our first prefect was Fr. James Clarke, a
graduate of West P oint; he had been through the Indian
war, and was a thorough disciplinarian, though a most
just and kind hearted man. This year we got the first
brick ball-alley; and many of us quickly developed into
first class players. Nace Langley of Virginia, Tito, C.
Smith, Ned McGovern, Wm. Brady, and others were
the best. Then foot ball came around, and afforded us
plenty of fun; of course many a “ barked” shin fell to
our lot, but what boy ever stops to consider such a trifle
as that ? In this game, as indeed in all our other games,
the prefects joined and did much to keep up the inter
est, which thanks to them and our own buoyant spirits
Published by CrossWorks,

seemed never to lag. It was an amusing sight, whenever
the ball got into a crowd, to see Mr. Brady’s long, gaunt
figure, swoop down upon the boys and with a swing of
his long, powerful arms scatter them in every direction.
After these games it was amazing to see with what
rapidity great piles of bread, and vast quantities of tea dis
appeared from the tables. Ten or twelve large slices were
considered only an ordinary allowance for a good sized
youngster. Neither butter nor meat was furnished, nor
any of those delicacies which are supposed to stimulate
the appetite for plain bread. As you may readily sup
pose the health of the boys under such a regimen, was of
the sturdiest kind. The hour for rising was at 5.15 a. m.
It was pleasant enough in the summer, when the
sunlight pouring into the windows, and the freshness of
the morning air made it difficult even for the laziest of
the boys to remain in bed; but when the cold winter
winds began to blow, getting up at that hour became
quite a serious thing. Besides we had not the conven
iences which are so abundant now; the wash-room was
cold—so cold that after we had made our ablutions in
freezing water, we usually spent the next half hour in
study, snapping the icicles which clung to our hair.
Some of us would at this early hour go out of bounds
around by the furnace to take a smoke, notwithstanding
such violations of rules were visited by the heavy
punishment of a hundred Latin lines. W hat a feast to
bad boys like myself to get into the bake-shop unob
served by prefect or the sharp eyes of Bro. Jimmy (the
baker), and come out with a loaf or two of sweet bread,
and a great lump of butter! W e retired to the kind
shelter of the barn, where we enjoyed our treasures and
ended the lunch by having a smoke.
A favorite resort of some of us, was Bro. Taylor’s
(Toby) carpenter shop, or a room in the “ old house;”
although out of bounds we willingly ran the risk, for the
chance it offered to have a good smoke and a quiet
game of “ old sledge.” Toby was a prince, and could
spin more yarns of his wonderful experiences, especially
on the ducking and oyster shores of Chesapeake Bay,
than would fill a volume. Pug and Jim Mudd were Toby’s
favorites; his heart always warmed towards them, be
cause they came from the Bay Counties of Maryland.
To get out of bounds was our delight in those days.
When the coast was clear, away we would go down by
the graveyard, down to the cluster of cottages at the
foot of the hill, just off from the main gate, where WO al
ways found a table prepared with every thing which
could repay us for all the danger incurred in our mad es
capade. Anxiety grew intense when we had satisfied
our hunger and began a cautious return from the forbid
den ground, happy at last to be able to look the
prefect bravely in the face, as if throwing a defiance to
the hundred lines which wrould surely have been ours,
had we been caught during the return.
The coasting was a surprise to those from the South
of Mason and Dixon’s Line: to see a Northern fellow start
from the top of the hill, sitting sideways on his sled, and
like a flash rush to the bottom, was a source of wonder
3
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indeed. How great big Bill Devlin would start in this
fashion from behind the barn, jumping rocks, fences,
gutters, stumps and even trees and still keep his seat, was
a mystery which the uninitiated never seemed able to
solve. We poor “ greenies” picked out a course, not
too much worn, nor yet too steep, and went it “ bellywhopping ” to our heart’s content. Then skating was
there with additional attractions—when the ice was firm
and we could get the permission, off we went to the lake,
to enjoy the fu n ; if smoking were allowed we were all
the more happy. Of course the laugh was at us poor
young fellows from the South. How our ankles would
turn in spite of all our endeavors to keep them straight!
I honestly believe that the stars still shine during the
cold winter nights over that part of the Lake where we
planted them so thickly in the days that are gone.
There was a town ordinance against smoking on the
streets ; so we had to defer our much wished for smoke
until we were out of town. At that time too we had a
great good hearted man, Fr. Peters, for treasurer and
procurator; but he was as bad as any town ordinance in
his prohibition of smoking.
W e dreaded to have him as a prefect; he had eyes
like an eagle, and a guilty youngster honestly believed
that a full confession was the best policy to follow, if he
met Fr. Peters’ gaze, an hour after he had indulged in
the sweet consolation of a pipe on the sly. Jim Mudd and
myself were the only two who had permission to chew
tobacco, but we made sure to lay by a stock at the be
ginning of each week, sufficient for a dozen others who
had relish for the weed. Tuesdays and Thursdays were
the days set apart when we could draw our allowance of
pocket money: it was speedily converted into its equiva
lent in pies and cakes, and other such dainties, which
Mr. O’Callaghan always had in great abundance at the
store.
But the best fun of all was to deplete Bro. cook’s
stores with rod and line. Woe to him, or rather to his
supplies if he were ever so forgetful as to leave anything
unguarded. The booty was quickly spied, word was
given, sentinels posted, lines and rods were procured,
and the fishing begun. As fast as the prey was landed,
it was given into ready hands and by them conveyed to a
quiet nook among the cedars, where we enjoyed the
fruits of our not unpleasant labor. Enlivened by such
sports as these, the winter soon sped away, then summer
came on apace, bringing with it balmy days, an abund
ance of swimming and fishing and long rambles through
the fields and woods. Among our professors was a Mr.
Lilly, S. J., who took great delight in “ the gentle art.’’
He used to take us to the Lake or to Long Pond, where our
efforts were generally rewarded with good success. After
fishing and swimming to our full satisfaction, we sat
down to a well-prepared lunch which was spread out be
fore us. Such sports were most enjoyed upon a full holi
day, then we divided into squads, some to catch fish,
some to catch frogs to be used as bait by those fishing,
while the rest of the crowd scattered about in any direc
tion where fun appeared to lurk.
https://crossworks.holycross.edu/purple/vol1/iss4/1
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All assembled in good time at the spot agreed upon as
the place for our dinner, our usual meeting place was a
rocky mound, a short distance beyond the barn, where a
kind Providence in anticipation of our needs had pro
vided a natural fireplace. Some sacrilegious hand has
since then desecrated its sacred precincts, and the green
grass grows above the spot, where we once feasted and
made merry. Pretty soon our bold fishermen began to
bring in the results of their toil, from Quinsigamond and
Long Pond, bearing long strings of fish and great
bunches of frogs’ legs, some of which were as large as
the hind legs of a rabbit, with here and there an unfortu
nate chicken, which had quite accidentally become
attached to the fishermen’s hooks. A bed of live coals
was laid ready for the chickens and frying pans with
long handles received the fish and frogs. In a short
time the dinner was ready, and the signal given to the
waiting crowd to begin their attack. Kings never had
such savory morsels, nor the appetites to dispose of
them.
I have seen as many as one hundred and fifty hind
legs of frogs, a like number of fish, a fair allowance of
chickens, disappear within a very few minutes.
This was the first year (’48) holy Cross had a gradua
tion class; the members of it are a credit to their Alma
Mater as they would have been to any institution. They
were a serious minded lot of fellows, who came to
college to study and to learn.
Much to the regret of all, Holy Cross could not
furnish them with diplomas. The great Commonwealth
of Massachusetts had refused her a charter. Georgetown,
on the Potomac, a patriarch among Catholic colleges,
gladly and with pride stepped to their aid. The diplo
mas were issued to the first fledglings of Holy Cross
College, and the Rev. Jas. A. Healy, the present learned
and worthy Bishop of Portland, Me., John Brownson,
Hugh Healy and John McCabe were able to look back
to her as their dear Alma Mater. Of this fijst and
bright quartet the good Bishop is now the only one who
remains, the others have long since found the rest, which
let us hope will come to us all.
Now I think I have succeeded in giving you a pretty
good picture of how Holy Cross appeared, as reflected in
the mind of a bad boy in the year ’48. Perhaps at some
other time I may be induced to give further details of
my old college days..
B. A. D. D. A. B.
TO THE STATUE OF ST. ALOYSUIS.
A N E P IG B A M ,

Oh holy youth, why dost thou bear,
The painful scourge and lily fair,
Meet symbols of your stainless soul,
Your lovely chasteness, heartfelt dole?
Untwine the lash, the lily’s thine
Why shed these tears? The stripes are mine.
J. F,

D e Sales D oonan,

'97.
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THE GRAVES OF THE SOLDIER PRIESTS.
Fall gently here each golden autumn leaf,
’Tis sacred ground;
And weeping willow, bent in silent grief,
Above each mound,
With drooping boughs in rustic shades entwined,
Protect the sleeping dead from winter’s wind.
Beneath these lowly graves two Fathers lie,
In death’s repose;
In plaintive misereres willows sigh,
When north wind blows;
Their branches heavenward waft each hallowed prayer,
That for the souls’ repose is whispered there.
The wondrous story of each Father’s life,
Like fable old,
A tale of peace and love that followed strife,
Is briefly to ld ;
When South in civil war from North withdrew,
One wore the Gray, the other donned the Blue.
And when the jarring noise of strife did cease,
In all the land,
With joy was heard the gladsome song of peace,
The paean grand,
When soldiers, home returned, their battles told,
These Fathers with Loyola were enrolled.
And as in Sherman’s ranks a chaplain brave
One Father served,
To Lee the other ensign service gave,
No duty swerved;
So under Pampeluna’s sainted knight,
The arms of heaven they bore in Christian fight.
That other fight, the one of life, is done,
The strife is o’er;
And both, in black-robed ranks, the crown have won
Of life e’ermore.
This tale the willows sigh in northwind’s breath,
Where lie the soldier priests in sleep of death.
Michaet. E arls , '96.

In the peaceful little cemetery near the college, where
the weeping willows seem to stand as mourners, and the
orderly palm trees as sentinels over the graves, lie the
remains of Rev. Joseph B. O’Hagan, S. J., and Rev.
Thomas Stack, S. J. In our late civil war, Father
O’Hagan served among the Federal troops as a chaplain;
and Father Stack, then a layman, served as color-bearer
in a Confederate company. After the war, Father Stack
entered the Society of Jesus, and between himself and
Father O’Hagan there grew up a close and lasting
friendship. How, in this hallowed place, where

HORACE HIS OWN BIOGRAPHER.
There are few classical students who have not a warm
place in their hearts for Quintus Horatius Flaccus. This
dear old Pagan with his genuine good humor, his
sparkling wit and sociable manners, has a faculty of win
ning the sympathy of readers that few writers possess.
Truly wone touch of nature makes the whole world kin,”
and Horace in his own happy way, has touched every
side of our nature with such exquisite skill, that all the
world becomes human at his song. He has a kind
word, a smile, a touching bit of humanity for us in every
page. He made us interested and happy in our days
with the Muse, he affords us the sweetest relief and dis
traction in our thought-laden retreat with divine Philos
ophy, and he will go with us into the stern walks of life,
to sweeten its hardships, to break its monotony, and
make us laugh with youthful buoyancy in its gloomiest
hours. Kind Venusian bard, how many fond college
associations cluster around your name! How many
youthful breasts have been made brighter by your
companionship; how many happy sentiments have been
inspired by your verse! It is indeed “ an era in the school
boy’s life, when he begins his acquaintance with Horace! ”
It will be my endeavor in the present paper, to at
tempt something like a sketch of the poet’s life. Horace
himself will furnish us with all the details necessary to
fill out the picture. He is his own biographer. W ith
greater aptness may we apply to Horace what he him
self says of the old poet Lucilius:—
“ Yotiva pateat, veluti descripta tabella
Yita senis.”

Few poets sing so many sweet things as Horace, none
have written so happily the incidents and secrets of their
own personal history.
In the X III Epode he tells us that he was born during
the consulship of Torquatus and Cotta, 65 years, B. C.
“ The cares of age to age resign,
But hither bring the generous wine,
Stored up in my Torquatus’ year,
The first I breathed the vital air.”

“ All sights are mellow and all sound subdued,”

Venusia was the favored place which claimed the poet
as its own. Could he have chosen, Horace could not
found a more beautiful region. A t that time a military
station, situated upon a noble slope of the Apennines,
below the heights of Mount Vultur, the town command
ed a distant view of the blue Adriatic. Above and
around flourished' the waving forests of Bantia, through
whose depths was heard the roar of the foaming waters
of the impetuous Aufidus, whose turbulent music first
nourished the bard’s soul of poetry. Venusia marks the
boundary between Lucania and Apulia.

they lie side by side. Here their brethern in religion
often come to offer a requiem prayer; and here, too, in
view of the shivering branches of the willows, the above
humble lines were written.
M. E.

“ His steps I follow in pursuit of fame
Whether Lucania or Apulia claims
The honor of my b irth ; far on the lands
By Samnites once possessed, Yenusium stands;
A forward barrier, as old tales relate
To stop the course of war and guard the state.”

Published by CrossWorks,
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The poet has been strangely silent in regard to his
mother; perhaps she died in his early infancy, before
she could have made any lasting impressions upon his
young memory. His affectionate heart has inspired his
song in paying grateful tribute to the father from whom
he received so much. His father was a freedman, “ by
a lean farm but poorly maintained,” but like most
of his hardy Samnite countrymen, industrious and intel
ligent, and ardently devoted to the future welfare of his
son. All his slender resources were spent in giving him
an education far above what his condition would seem to
allow.
At the age of twelve Horace was sent to Home.
His worthy father accompanied him thither to guard his
' virtue from the violence it was sure to receive amid the
vicious allurements of the great metropolis. The poet
was not unmindful of this parental solicitude, and ex
presses his gratitude in these lines:
“ To Home by this bold father was I brought
To learn those arts which well-born youth were taught;
So dressed and so attended you would swear
I was some senator’s expensive heir;
Himself my guardian of unblemished truth
Among my tutors would attend my youth,
And thus preserved my chasity of mind.
Not while my senses last shall I repent
Of such a father, nor with pride resent,
As many do, the involuntary disgrace
Not to be born of an illustrious race.”

At Rome he read the entire Iliad under the guidance
of one Orbilius, whom the poet has immortalized by
dubbing him in one of his Odes “Plagosus Orbilius.”
Orbilius was evidently a school master of the good old
kind, who believed in the efficacy of the rod to keep the
reluctant student along “ learning’s rugged path.” The
poet seems not to have found any exemption from the
rigid principles of his master, but on more than one occa
sion had lively experience of the invigorating properties
of the rod. From the first Epistle of his second book,
we may assume that Horace carried with him through
life, vivid remembrances of this master.
“ Not that I would at all those veterans flout,
Or wish old Livius wholly blotted out,
Whom I remember well, with iron rule,
Orbilius taught me to repeat at school.”

Upon completing his studies at Rome, Horace was
sent to Athens, to find, in what was then the centre of
culture, those higher graces which could in vain be
sought elsewhere. The poet did not enjoy his new ad
vantages for any length of time. In the terrible struggle
that followed immediately, upon the assassination of
Caesar, many of the Roman youth in the Greek Univer
sities took sides with the party of Brutus. In his ode to
Pompeius Varus, he tells us of this part of his history.

61

they hardly do an injury to his reputation as a soldier,
are an interesting testimony of his unfailing good humor.
“ When you and I shared Philippi’s rout,
Unseemly parted from my shield,
When Valor fell, and warriors stout
Were tumbled on an inglorious field.”

Could we expect Horace, a non-combatant by profes
sion and tastes, to remain upon a distant field from which
the stoutest veterans were forced to fly? Brutus had
fallen, the victim of his own despair; the conspirators
were everywhere defeated, and victory perched upon the
banners of the allies. In the division of the world that
followed, the poet’s whole property was confiscated by the
victors and he was forced to severe toil for a livelihood.
He obtained an inferior position from which he re
ceived but small emolument; it was upon his poetical
gifts that he principally relied as his means of support,
and as the hope of his rising to future eminence in the
world. He has given us an interesting picture of this
period of his life in the Second Epistle of his Second
Book.
“ Dread Philippi’s field
First clipped my wings and taught my pride to yield:
My fortunes ruined, blasted all my views,
Bold hunger edged and want inspired my muse.”

Such uncommon poetical ability, as he possessed, could
not wait long in that age without attracting attention./
His name rose rapidly into prominence and his society
was solicited. Many a warm friendship followed fast
upon his acquaintance with Virgil, which was never ex
tinguished until death separated him from the “dimidium
aminm sum.” It was Virgil who introduced him to
Maecenas, the friend of Augustus and great patron of
Letters in those days. Horace has thus described his
meeting with this noble Patrician :
“ When introduced, in few and faltering words,
Such as an infant modesty affords,
I did not tell you my descent was great,
Or that I wandered round my country seat
On a proud steed, in richer pasture bred;
But what I really was, I frankly said.”

So tender were the relations that sprung up between
them, that in the 17th Ode Bk. II, the poet declared it
would be an irremediable cause of sorrow to him were
he to survive his friend and benefactor.
“ Ah! if untimely fate should snatch thee hence,
Thee! of my soul a part,
Why should I linger on with deadened sense
And ever aching heart,
A worthless fragment of a fallen shrine;
No! No! one day shall see thy death and mine.”

“ O oft’ with me in troublous times
Involved, when Brutus warred in Greece.”

The fates were evidently kind to his wish; he sur
vived Maecenas only two weeks. After the publication
of his first book of Satires, Horace was presented by
his patron with the Sabine farm. It was in this delight
ful retreat that he found a home, most congenial to his
poetic soul.

Horace was appointed a military tribune, and soon after
took part in the decisive battle of Philippi. He has told
us of his conduct on that occasion, in words which, while

“ My patron’s gift, my Sabine farm,
Shall all its rural plenty yield,
And happy in that rural store,
Of heaven or him I ask no more.”
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To become prince of Roman Lyrists was an ambition
upon which Horace’s heart was most ardently bent.
Hence his prayer to Euterpe, breathing with poetic fervor.
“ If to Lyric fame I rise
My brow shall touch the very skies.”

His verse was evidently the only spouse to whom he
was ever wed, and although scattered up and down his
writings, we find frequent mention of Lalage, Lydia and
Glycera, still they were but poetical loves and had no
real claim on his affections. There was one, however, of
whom less frequent mention is made, Cinera, whom it is
claimed he loved, but who died in the bloom of her girl
hood.
The minute details he gives of his character and per
sonal appearance are replete with interest. But such
description was unnecessary for us to know that he
was of a sunny, cheerful disposition, somewhat prone
now and then to a fit of “ the black choler.” Easily ex
cited to anger, he was as easily appeased again; his not
"being a temperament, which could long harbor revenge.
In stature he was small, as may be inferred from the
words he puts in the mouth of the Stoic in III Sat. Bk. II.
“ In other words you vie
With giants, though you stand scarce three feet high.”

MARY IMMACULATE.
On thy glorious feast O Mary!
Nature clothed in snowy white,
Greets the Virgin Star of morning
Breaking thro’ the gloom of night.
Stain of evil ne’er hath touched thee,
Mystic Rose of Sharon’s bowers,
Gift of God from highest heaven,
Joy of Anna’s lonely hours!
Thou art pure as is the snowflake,
Or the crystal drops of dew;
Lovely as the lily’s petals,
Modest as the violet blue.
And the lustre of thy vii’tues,
And the glory of thy name,
Are as diamond’s dazzling sparkle,
Or the opal’s heart of flame.
Oh! no tongue can sing the beauty
Found preeminent in thee;
And no heart can know, Madonna!
Of thy whitest purity.
Carlo D e B arbiere , ’97.

His locks were jet black and curly, as he boasts in his
V III Epistle.
“ First give me back those locks, whose jetty pride
Thrice clustered o’er my brow in gallant trim .”

Can we wonder then, after we have read this happy
account he gives us of himself, that he should have pos
sessed such a charm for gaining friends ? The same gift
that won him the great heart of Rome, has remained
with him up to the present day. His airy and playful
grace, happy epithets, and never failing flow of genial
good sense, have a living power today. The coldest im
agination must thrill with unwonted warmth when
brought within the magic influence of his presence.
Horace is our friend; and though as students we seem
reluctant to believe this, because our minds are young and
inexperienced of the world, yet in after years, when the
way of life will seem long and the burden heavy, some
passage of his will shed its kindly light over our hearts,
and call forth a blessing upon old Horace. Well for us
that in a measure far above his own expectation, has been
fulfilled his prophetic boast:
“ I shall not wholly die but still shall live
My better part for aye, to give
Freshness and vigor to the praise
That I shall reap in other days.”
L awrence A. F ord, ’95.

The Christmas number of T he P urple will contain a
“ prize story,” appropriate essays and poems, and four
pages of college cuts. All who desire extra copies will
please let us know in time.
Published by CrossWorks,

ENGLAND’S LATEST HISTORIAN.
“ What shall I do to be forever known
And make the age to come my own? ”
Crowley.

“ Of tbe multitude of men and women who pass suc
cessively over the stage of the world, the majority, when
they die, are consigned to a wholesome oblivion. By ac
cident, by caprice, by conspicuous merit, or conspicuous
demerit, a few have been preserved from forgetfulness,
who have distinguished themselves from the common
herd, by remarkable achievements, good or bad, by re
markable qualities, or by some special peculiarity of
fortune.”
In view of the recent death of Mr. James Anthony
Froude, the above quotation taken from the prefatory
remarks of an article contributed by him lately to one
of our monthly magazines, cannot but be replete with
significance, to many who have staked their convictions
upon the authority of Mr. Froude, as a historian. Mr.
Froude has been in a position to do infinite good or in
finite evil, and here it may not be amiss to ask what
place he will occupy, whether he will be “ remembered
for his remarkable achievements,” or “ forgotten among
the multitude of men and women who pass successively
over the stage of the world.” Early in life Mr. Froude
was a disciple of Cardinal Newman, and aided him in
his literary work, but later, experiencing a change in
belief, he became the avowed enemy of revealed
religion, and a staunch champion of infidelity. Finally
he came under the influence of Thomas Carlyle, the
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effects of whose teachings can he traced in all Mr.
Froude’s works, and took up the attitude of a most ar
dent advocate and admirer of the Reformation and its
founders in England.
The deep love of historical research so generally
accorded to Mr. Froude, seems to apply only to that side
of the question, which met with his approval, and since
Mr. Froude holds that history is necessarily one-sided,
perhaps haste in reaching conclusions, and a tendency to
cast aside all that happened to clash with his favorite
theory of the moment, are as much characteristic of him, as
love of research. The character of his writings presents
a curious combination of Kingsley and Carlyle, all the
one-sidedness and love of exaggeration of Carlyle, without
his cynicism, all the bluntness and assumed impartiality of
Kingsley, without his depth of conviction. It is not sur
prising therefore, that by a man thus mentally constituted,
a history has been produced, in which facts are distorted,
truth and error, light and darkness strangely intermingled,
heroes presented to us whom mankind has judged not to
be heroes, and virtue clothed in the habiliments of the
deepest vice. To picture men and events dramatically
and vividly, seems to have been the ambition of Mr.
Froude, and even when he happens to be right and

does infinite harm to his narrative. Accuracy should
be the chief aim of a historian, for when history ceases
to inspire the’ reader with confidence, and becomes
merely romantic, or heroic portrait painting, as history, it
is a failure. Of Mr. Froude’s writings, aside from his
gross misrepresentation of the Irish people, so ably exposed
by Father Burke, the parts devoted to Henry V III,
and Mary Stuart, best illustrate to what an extent the au
thor was willing to sacrifice the truth, to his love for the
romantic, and the artistic. We cannot deny that Mr.
Froude makes us see his Henry as vividly as if he stood
before us, but no one -believes that the hero thus placed
before our eyes is that same Henry V III whom the world
has judged so great a monster.
The murders of Fisher and More, of which murders
Henry was guilty, are justified by Mr. Froude, on the
ground (to the historian seemingly sufficient), that their
lives interfered with the progress of free thought, and
the doctrines of the so-called Reformation. Certain it
it is that had Fisher and More lived, the comedy of
modern Anglicanism would never have been acted.
But how can Mr. Froude reconcile Henry’s zeal for the
Reformation with the assurance which he gives us else
where, that the Tudors were enemies to the Reformation
■because its doctrines encouraged resistance to regal au
thority, and the fact that the last victims to perish at the
stake at Smithfield before Fisher and More, were four
teen Anabaptists, whom Henry ordered to be exe
cuted? Henry’s unhappy relations with the partners
of his throne are attributed to some sad but un
explained fatality; the Tudor monster is represented as
the real sufferer, not his unhappy victims. The passion
ate and licentious tyrant, who cut off the heads of those
https://crossworks.holycross.edu/purple/vol1/iss4/1
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opposed to him, in order to forward the cause of free
thought, and whom Macaulay calls the murderer of his
wives, is in Mr. Froude’s estimation, the victim of circum
stances, a very Socrates in his domestic woes, and no less
worthy of our approval and sympathy, than the Greek
sage for his unselfish endeavors to promote the cause of
justice and humanity.
In that part of his work devoted to Mary Stuart, Mr.
Froude again makes sad use of facts and figures. As
usual his partisan spirit is rampant, and although we can
clearly follow the Queen of Scots’ every action, it is
impossible to believe that this dramatic personage is the
Mary Stuart of history. It is as much the characteristic
of Mr. Froude to attack and ridicule the unfortunate,
as it is to exalt and deify the fortunate and powerful,
and the ardor with which he applies himself to his work,
in this particular case, and the vehemence with which
he seeks to impress upon the minds of his readers, that
Mary Stuart was one of the worst of criminals, could
arise from nothing, but a fiendish hatred of this un
fortunate woman. Hence in his eagerness to prove the
truth of his vile accusations against her, it is not wonder
ful that the historian oversteps alike, the bounds of truth
and historical propriety. He uses indiscriminately such
terms as tigress, panther, murderess. He tells us that
she was nursed even from her cradle in infamy and vice.
How we learn from Mignet, the French historian, who is
not predisposed in favor of Mary, that she was a
woman of gentle manners, religious, of sound intelli
gence, a good linguist, and remarkable for her close appli
cation to mental work. Recent investigation has cleared
up to a considerable extent the mystery that enshrouded
the life of Mary Stuart. Her defenders pronounce her
the victim of a plotting nobility, and the evidence to the
contrary is wanting. Mr. Froude rests his principal
accusations on evidence taken from the “ casket letters ”
which in the face of honest criticism have crumbled into
mere forgeries, and Buchman’s “ detectio,” the grossest
libel ever uttered against the name of any historical
personage. The description of the death of Mary shows
perhaps more than all else the unmitigated ferocity
of Mr. Froude, and the unreasoning bitterness with
which he pursues his much maligned victim. Every act
in that last tragedy, graphically and poetically described,
is gloated over with a fondness which bespeaks a char
acter either possessed of no natural sympathies, or
poisoned by bigotry and fanaticism.
In truth the scene of blood and death, the cause of so
much exultation to the virtuous mind of Mr. Froude,
may well
“ Implore the passing tribute of a sigh.”

The victim, once the most brilliant woman of her time,
and destined queen of France, a nation to which her
word was law, is suddenly placed at the mercy of
the bigoted and ferocious nobles of Scotland. Hated
for the religion she professed, surrounded by blood-shed
and disorder, unable to restrain or quell the spirit of
treason, the Queen of Scots sought safety in England.
8
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Such a career, followed by twenty years of exile and im
prisonment, of petty persecution borne with the calm
fortitude becoming her noble nature, the presence of
death in its most terrible aspect, the masked headsman,
the blood stained block, the last protestation of innocence
and profession of faith, these may well touch a chord of
sympathy even in the bitterest adversary. But Mr.
Froude is not to be moved; the tiger has tasted blood,
and will not be appeased. He has left us in his fervid
description of this death-scene, the darkest and most
repulsive page of history ever penned by man, and yet
he pleaded most eloquently for a lenient judgment of
Henry V III, his lust, injustice, and thirst for human blood.
Mr. Froude’s history is a series of magazine articles,
imaginative, entertaining, but inexact. The same defects
appear on every page; carelessness of assertion, flight
iness, and disregard of the plain truth. In fact Mr.
Froude wrote history to please, not to convince, or
instruct.1
Every event in Mr. Froude’s history is either flashed
forth with a dazzling brilliancy, or is hidden from our
sight in impenetrable darkness. Every prominent man
is either a hero of surpassing virtues, or a criminal
possessing no redeeming trait. W e seek in vain in the
works of Mr. Froude for calmness of discussion, judg
ment in selecting materials, and a due appreciation of
facts that tell against his cause. Mr. Froude is always a
special pleader and ever committed to some fanciful
theory of his own. His works are not the result of
patient research, but the product of an undisciplined im
agination, supported by unlimited but ill-founded selfconfidence. No man less reckless than Mr. Froude,
would venture to change the verdict of history with all
trustworthy evidence against him. It is as difficult to
change the past, as to keep back the Atlantic Ocean with
a mop, and Mr. Froude’s attempt to perform the one
feat has been attended with as much success, as Mrs.
Partington’s achievement of the other.
If Mr. Froude will be remembered by posterity, it
will not be for any solid benefit conferred on mankind by
his work, but for his beautiful language, brilliant fancies,
and love of the sensational; for many of the ornamental,
but few of the useful qualities of a historian. He is a
careless but brilliant apologist, a questionable exponent
of a worthless cause.
J ohn McCabe , ’98.

STORn ON THE SEA OF GALILEE.
BY A SMALL BOY.

Our Lord and His disciples are standing on the shore
of the Sea of Galilee. The day is calm and beautiful and
there is little warning of a storm. Here and there a few,
light, flaky clouds float in the blue expanse. The fig
trees nod their branches in the gentle zephyr and the
wild flowers that fringe the banks, fill the air with thenfragrance. The mountains rise up from the lake, clothed
with waving palm trees and cedars, while Mount Hermon
Published by CrossWorks,

towers with its snow-capped summit in the distance. The
little houses is the town of Tiberias glisten in the
noonday sun and the streets are thronged by the busy
inhabitants. Among the numerous fishing smacks which
stud the lake, there is one which attracts our attention.
A sharp-sighted person can see a fisherman standing
in the bow, looking eagerly towards the land. It is St.
Peter. The prow of the boat soon touches the shore,
and Our Lord and His disciples enter it, and are soon far
out on the smooth waters of the lake.:
The Apostles’ are happy in the presence of their Lord.
They press around Him, eager to catch His every look
and gesture, except the less fortunate ones who perform
the laborious task of pulling at the oars. As the bow of the
boat parts the water the sun shines on the sparkling
foam, painting it all the colors of the rainbow. The lake
has all the appearance of a calm and placid sea.
“ How pleasant to me they deep blue wave,
O Sea of Galilee,
For the. glorious One who came to save,
Hath often stood by thee.
“ Graceful around thee the mountains meet,
Thou calm, reposing sea,
But oh; far more! the beautiful feet
Of Jesus, walked o’er thee.”

A t last, exhausted with the heat of the day and with
His preaching, Jesus lies down in the stern of the boat to
rest. Suddenly the Apostles’ notice a change in the sky.
The firmament which hitherto had been a beautiful sheet
of blue, had now assuiqed a threatening aspect. Gusts
of wind are beginning to rush down from the mountains.
Portents of the coming storm are gathering on the dis
tant horizon. Now and then a low rumble of thunder
can be heard, while vivid flashes of lightning illume the
sky. Soon the Apostles’ worst fears are realized. The
waves break against their little craft, threatening
every moment to upset it. The Apostles’ are besides
themselves with terror. The lightning seems at times
like one long, unbroken glare while the thunder crashes
and rolls and the wind howls through the rigging blow
ing wet spray into the faces of the Apostles’. At last St.
Peter in great fear turns to St. John and begs him to call
the Master. As soon as Our Lord is awakened he says:
“ Where is your faith?” “ And arising He rebukes the
wind and the raging of the water and it ceases and there
is a great calm. And they being afraid wonder, saying
one to another: Who is this man, think you, that he
commandeth both the winds aqd the sea, and they obev
him?”
Our Lord then asks them why they are afraid when
He is with them ? Thus he teaches the Apostles’ this
lesson, that this was only a forewarning of what was to
come, only a forecast of the trials which the Church
would have to encounter.
So too, when we are tossed about in our fragile bark
on the Sea of Life in imminent danger of perishing let
us ask St. John or Our Blessed, Mother to wake Our
Lord and entreat Him to calm the troubled sea.
H. C raigie , 1900.
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IN THE SCHOOLS OF ATHENS.
( Continued. )
It is the year of my graduation ; I am a student in the
college of the epheboi. You have already made the
rounds of the gymnasia in my company; and followed
my course in the university up to my 18th year. At
that age I attained my civil majority, and hence
might take possession of my patrimony. In the eyes of
the State, however, I am yet a boy. Before I reach my
political majority, and become a citizen in every sense of
the word, I have to complete a two years’ novitiate of
intellectual and military training, in the government
school, where I am at present.
It remains for me therefore, to interest you with the
college of the epheboi. The original object of this col
lege, with its many-sided training, and its regular staff
of state officials, was to form strong and active citizens
who should be ready to do battle for their country, and
protect her honor. But with our national decline, the
soldier element disappeared somewhat, so that now, in
addition to a daily drill in military tactics, we receive
higher instruction in philosophy, music, eloquence and
poetry. I shall begin with my entrance into this college.
In the temple of Agraulos, and in the presence of the
exegetai, the interpreters of the laws relating to religion
and the sacred rites, armed with a spear and shield, we
timorously recited the oath of matriculation. “ I swear,”
so ran the words, “ never to bring disgrace upon these
arms, nor to desert my comrade in the fight. I will do
battle for the common weal, and for the religion of my
fathers.” Before making this solemn profession, we were
carefully reminded, that it is not the oath that makes the
man and the soldier, but the true patriotic spirit—the
brave heart and the strong arm. Yet, to quote our own
loved Sophocles:
“ When an oath is added, then the soul
Is made more careful, having then to shun
Both blame of friends and sin against the Gods.”

After each young man pronounced the words of the
oath, we repaired in stately procession to the Senate
house to attend the religious ceremonies, which marked
the opening of the term. These are ordered by
the State, which zealously seeks, that religion form an
important part of our education. When these impressive
duties were brought to a close we assembled in the
ephebeum, to witness the welcoming of the new by the
old students.
Little addresses were made, college
hymns were ehanted, and the new boys exhorted to
uphold the dignity of the epheboi on every occasion.
This ephebeum is a spacious hall in the gymnasium
building, with seats in the center for the people, and a
large stage or bema for speaking. It forms one of the
principal apartments of the grand peristylia, the first
division of the gymnasium, and is reserved for lecturers
https://crossworks.holycross.edu/purple/vol1/iss4/1
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and students. As one enters it, a broad open quad
rangle lies before him ; its tiled floor glistens in the sun,
if the day is fair, or becomes wet and slippery in the rain,
for it is uncovered. On each of its four sides we behold
large porticoes or halls, with benches scattered here and
there. These halls contain covered corridors or pro
menades, for use in bad weather. Besides these, we have
minor rooms, which are used as necessity demands. Some
are set aside as libraries, and are well stocked with classic
volumes, supported by an annual contribution furnished
by the boys; others are bath-rooms supplied with hot and
cold water, and rooms for oiling and anointing the body,
before athletic exercises. After this peristylia comes the
xystus, which, like the former is uncovered in the center.
On every side we see covered stadia, where the athletes
train, and where they can take exercise, undisturbed by
visitors to the building. Groves of trees and shrubbery
are here planted, and add greatly to the beauty and
comfort of the university gardens. The third and last
apartment is a huge amphitheatre with seats rising in
tiers around the sanded arena. Here the people con
gregate to view the games and military drills which
are held every year. Our training in the college of
the epheboi is divided, between the duties of the
palaestra where we exercise our bodies, and acquire
ease and gracefulness in all our movements; of the
gymnasium proper where we study the arts, and
listen to the lectures of the great masters in rhetoric
and philosophy; of the public assemblies where we
study the affairs of the State, and the rights and duties
of a citizen; and of the religious festivals where we
become familiar with the practices of our religion and
imbibe respect and love for the gods. Besides this four
fold discipline, we pass through a strict apprenticeship
in arms without, however, being sent as was the custom
in former times, to watch in towns and fortresses on the
coast and frontier.
The whole charge of the gymnasium is entrusted to a
gymnasiarch, who is to see that everything is in its
proper place and in readiness for the lectures, that the
students are present, and that the teachers and instructors
do not neglect their duties—in a word, he fulfills the office
of prefect of studies. The kosmetes or rector is chosen
every year, and acts as a father to us all, and is responsi
ble to the State and our parents for our education. His
duties are numerous, and for the most part very severe,
some, however, devole upon the sophronistai or prefects
of discipline.
I must break off here. The examinations are staring
us in the face ; and we have very little free time at our
disposal. Besides, our kosmetes is very particular about
our studies, and will not submit us for examination be
fore the mayor and other officers of the State, unless we
are well prepared. This ordeal must be met ; and in
justice to our teachers, met honorably. When I shall
have come out a full fledged citizen, I may find time to
interest you with a short insight into our social and poli
tical life.
J. F. D e Sales D oonan, ’97.
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EDITORIALS.
A NEW SPIRIT IN HARVARD.

Time has wrought many changes in the spirit of New
England. The old Puritan spirit intolerant of anything
Catholic, has almost died out, and a broader, more liberal
and charitable spirit has taken its place; and nowhere
perhaps is this change more noticeable than in New Eng
land’s great educational institution, Harvard University.
The Harvard of a half century ago, which, though non
sectarian in its principles, held proudly aloof from fellow
ship with any but Protestants, shows a marked contrast
to the Harvard of the present, with its broadened ideas,
its crowded assemblies listening to the eloquent words of
Catholic clergymen, and its respected and flourishing
Catholic Club. This feeling of liberality found utterance
in an eloquent commencement address upon the spirit of
that famous body, which only a few years ago, was the ob
ject of the bitterest hatred and calumny of Puritan New
England, the Society of Jesus. The address appeared
in the June number of the Harvard Advocate, under the
title of the “ Spirit of the Jesuits.” It is worthy of pe
rusal, not only for its clear, manly style, but for the fairmindedness which distinctly marks it. The author is
refreshingly liberal, but he fails utterly to submit the
subject to the deep analysis which it demands. After
Published by CrossWorks,

alluding to the romantic conception of the Jesuit, very
popular a short time ago, he challenges anyone “ to ex
amine the work of Ignatius, to read Xavier’s almost
apostolic spirit, or to consider the brave suffering of the
Canadian missionaries and then feel contempt for the
Jesuit still.” Although honest in his treatment of the
subject, he is blind to its most essential elements. This
glorious order is to him as the church was to Macaulay,
a wonderful phenomenon, well deserving of examination,
and offering a noble theme for his eloquence. He views
it as a human organization, and hence loses sight of the
spiritual principles and motives which form and inspire
it. Nor does he weigh the results of these motives, but
gives expression to the natural tendency of human nature
to admire whatever it sees of superior worth, and his
instinctive admiration amounts simply to hero-worship.
He fails to see in the successful deeds of Ignatius and
his followers, the hand of God raised in benediction of
their divine mission. The Society of Jesus was not, as
he would tell us, a mere outgrouth of the age,—a new
ecclesiastical party, as it were, which was given birth by
the rebellion of Luther. True it stood as an adamantine
wall stemming the on-rushing torrent of the Reformation;
but he who sees the Society in the light of a mere political
party, with the terrible inquisition frowning in the back
ground, beholds it through very deceptive glasses.
The writer draws this moral from the steady success
of the Society—“ In unity there is strength.” He deplores
the insidious disintegration which is sapping the social
and moral life of the age and holds up the Roman Catholic
Church as a great example of the strength and power
which lies in unity. He predicts a great movement of
the future with unity for its motto, which shall conquer
this demon of disintegration, that is tearing open the very
vitals of the age, and blindly enough, does not behold in
the Catholic Church, his own example of unity, the pos
sible leader of this grand movement.
G. E.

R

e id y

,

’95.

*
The gentlemen of the class of ’96 are to be congratu
lated for the pleasure which they afforded to all the
members of the college on Rhetoric class day, Nov. 21st.
The banquet, and literary entertainment which followed
were thoroughly appreciated, and in every respect
worthy of the high reputation enjoyed by the class of ’96
for genial hospitality and literary excellence.
* #
We regret to say that, as yet, there has been no response
to our appeal for a medal or prize for the best essay or
poem that shall appear in T h e P u r p l e during the year.
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It is with great pleasure that we congratulate our
youthful football team upon their last manly victory over
the well trained junior team from the Worcester High
School. . The plucky spirit of our young players is truly
remarkable. Though much lighter than their opponents,
they have shown, by their unbroken chain of victories
that, in football playing, grit is a more potent factor than
“ weight.”
W e cannot tell what the success of our senior team
would have been had it remained with us longer ; but if
the excellent work of our juniors is a criterion of the
ability of Holy Cross football players, we can rest assured
that our first eleven would hold almost as enviable a po
sition as our baseball team.
In their many games, our youngsters have never re
sorted to any ungentlemanly conduct, which, when
exercised, disgraces the manly invigorating game of
football. They have won their games fairly and honor
ably; and now they hold the junior championship of
Worcester.
M. E akls, ’96.

EXCHANGE NOTES.
W e cannot help expressing our gratification and thanks
for the many flattering notices we have received from our
worthy exchanges. The generous greeting of The Dial,
merits our special gratitude. Its whole souled heartiness
is refreshing. W e hope to imitate in our exchange notes,
the large sympathies and honest criticism so characteristic
of our western friends.
The appreciation of our efforts, shown by the reproduc
tion of some of our essays and poems in the Boston
Herald, the Worcester Messenger, the Catholic Times of
Philadelphia, the Connecticut Catholic, the North-West
Review and others, is a source of much encouragement
to us.
W e were pleased also, to receive kind words of con
gratulation from one of the editors of the Revista
Catolica. His letter brought us news of Rev. Fr. Mara
and Fr. Capilupi, formerly professors at Holy Cross. Fr.
Mara is now superior of the New Mexico mission; Fr.
Capilupi is superior in Las Vegas.
While our minds are thus filled with the many good
things said in our favor, we are reluctant to enter upon
the field of criticism.
For the present we tender a hearty welcome to The
Stylus, The Catholic School and Home Magazine, The
Fordham Monthly, The Georgetown Journal, Mount St.
Mary’s Record, The Owl, The Mount, The Mountaineer,
The Villanova Monthly, St. Vincent Journal, The Stonyhurst Magazine, The Loyola and others.
G. E. R., ’95.
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flY BEADS!
A R O HD EA U .

My beads to me are jewels rare,
The chaplet of my Mother fair!
Oh, how they tell the smiles and tears
Thro’ every decade of my years
Since first I lisped my infant prayer!
What gives me strength of heart to dare
The way of Christ, His cross to bear,
Infuses hope in all my fears?
My beads.
How blest in spring-time hours to share,
A tender Mother’s loving care!
When time, the mellow harvest sears
And winter’s frowning face appears,
How blest Oh Mary! then to wear
My beads!
P. J oseph Mabtin , ’96.

ALUMNI NOTES.
W e take pleasure in beginning our notes this month
with a letter from one, who is well known to the Alumni
of Holy Cross. Dr. Rogers is as generous in his subscrip
tion to T he P ukple as he is hearty in his words of en
couragement. W e are deeply grateful to him and shall
anxiously look forward to his interesting reminiscences of
“ The jug rat of the ’60s.”
/Stamford, JVov. 16,
D ear Sik :—
In my day at old Holy Cross we had no knight of the
scissors. But I hope that will not detract in the least
from the freshness of your laurels. In my mind you are
away ahead of the record, and about to distance the
Millenium. Keep ahead, that is where you belong. An
old jug rat, a chronic sentinel, one of the band of
martyrs who did duty not alone for his own weakness,
but for the sins of a whole family, one whose hours on post
were as the sands of the sea shore, and who wore more
holes in the nether side of his unmentionables than any
other boy who ever suffered at Holy Cross for the sins
of all Christian students, at least I thought so at the
time, bids you God-speed. In your last issue I saw a
message from Dennis, the Hercules of the college during
the ’60s. Well I was there then, and I believe the
worthy Father and myself are the only two men living,
who were classmates with Bishops Bradley, Beaven and
Michaud, for we were in the class with all of them. I
used to think baseball in those days could not be im
proved on, but as I look back and consider, although a
member of the first nine, I do not think we knew more
than the rudiments. Well, “ haec olim meminisse
juvabit.” Your worthy President was then one of the
prefects, and to his watchful eye I credit many a weary
hour in jug. Your late President, Fr. O’Kane, was a
boy in those days, and by the way the first time you see
him, you may ask, who made him bald. Hope I have
not bored you, but please find enclosed cheque for sub
scription. One copy you will please send for two years
to Stamford High School, of which I have been commit
teeman for the last twelve years. Some time in the
12
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near future I would be pleased to recite for you, the
penitentiary spasms of the jug rat of the ’60s.
Yours truly,
F rank R ogers.

Rev. John T. Madden, pastor of St. Louis’ Church,
Webster, is a graduate of ’72, and was at one time con
nected with the College as professor of mathematics and
French. His zealous and successful labors as student,
priest and pastor, reflect much credit on Alma Mater.
The latest achievement, for which Fr. Madden deserves
much praise, was the rededication of his church. This
ceremony was performed last month by Rt. Rev. Bishop
Beaven,.assisted by many prominent clergymen of New
England. The morning sermon was preached by Rev.
Fr. McCoy of Chicopee, and the evening sermon by Rev.
Fr. Jones, S. J.. of Holy Cross.
Michael Kavanagh of Indian Orchard, Springfield
diocese, has won the gold cross of honor in advanced
philosophy at Rome. He stood the highest in a class of
about 100 students. Next year he will take up theol
ogy.— Boston Hearld, Nov. 23.
Our heartiest congratulations, Michael. You are
worthy of Alma Mater. When we remember that
last year also, Michael A. Kelly, ’92, of the Vatican
Seminary, and Dennis A. Gleason, ’92, at the American
College, won prizes in their classes, the honor won by
Michael Kavanagh, ’93, has all the more significance
for us. Three graduates of Holy Cross leading their
respective classes under the shadow of the Vatican!
The many friends of John F. Kent, ’93, will be
pleased to learn that Rt. Rev. Bishop Tierney has given
him the opportunity to pursue his clerical studies in
Rome. This is no small honor, and speaks well for the
high hopes the Rt. Rev. Bishop entertains of this prom
ising graduate.
Judge Corcoran is receiving well merited congratula
tions for the able manner in which he has cleared up the
affairs of the Lancaster National Bank of Clinton, for which
he has acted as receiver and agent since Jan. 20,1886.
James P. Curran is again a candidate for mayor of
Holyoke. His name will bring up many bright rememb
rances to the old ball players of Holy Cross. T he
P u r p l e wishes him victory at the polls.
Rev. Jas. O’R. Sheridan, ’75, pastor of St. Mary’s
Church, Windsor Locks, Conn., was recently tendered a
hearty reception on his return from Europe. This was
but the testimony of a grateful people to a devoted
priest.
Daniel E. McMahon, Derby, Conn., fortunately es
caped the late political land-slide. He is elected for the
third time judge of the Probate Court. This speaks well
for the popularity and ability of one of our old students.
Among our recent visitors were: Rev. P. A. Mc
Kenna, ’67, of Marlboro, Dr. Wm. F. Byrnes, ’68, of
Washington, D. C., Rev. Richard Neagle, ’73, chancellor
of the archdiocese of Boston, Rev. John R., Murphy,
’76, Grafton.
D aniel B. M cI ntyre , ’95.
Published by CrossWorks,

COLLEGE NOTES.
The tennis courts have been turned into an ice pond,
which will render skating an enjoyable pastime during
the winter season.
In addition to monthly elocution, the classes of philos
ophy and rhetoric have weekly elocution on Monday;
poetry and first humanities on Saturday. Rev. Fr.
Jones has charge of both classes.
Telephone connections between the office, the parlor
of the new building, the boiler house and Rev. Fr.
Rector’s room, were put up by Mr. Rousseau, S. J., pro
fessor of physics,
A t a meeting of the Philomathic Society, held Nov. 22,
the subject debated was: Resolved, That labor unions
are not beneficial to the workingmen. Charles Bauby
and John Callahan spoke on the affirmative, and Joseph
A. Carney and Thos. S. Grady on the negative. The
decision was awarded the negative.
Many of the students living in the vicinity of Worces
ter, spent Thanksgiving at home.
Soon the old familiar hand-bell, which gives the signal
for the beginning and end of class, will yield to the more
dulcet tones of two electric bells; one on the first floor of
the old building, near the present first grammar class
room, the other on the second floor of the new building,
near the hall.
The holiday granted the philosophers in honor of
St. Catharine, gave many of them an opportunity to at
tend the Yale-Harvard game at Springfield.
Fr. Dufour, S. J., attended the wedding of Associate
Justice White, in New York city, Nov. 5th. The marri
age took place in the Church of St. Francis Xavier,
with a Nuptial Mass.
Before leaving for Washington, D. C., Fr. Conway, S.
J., made his retreat at the college.
. The class of poetry had their picture taken recently
by Mr. Holden.
On Nov. 20, the rhetoricians gave a specimen before
Rev. Fr. Rector and Fr. Hanselman. The subject
matter was the Pro Lege Mainlia with rhetorical analysis,
and precepts from Du Cygne’s Ars Rhetorica.
The success of “ King John ” is looked forward to
with much interest. The rehearsals are numerous and
well attended. Fr. Jones is well pleased. The full cast
will appear in our Christmas issue.
We were glad to see Fr. McLaughlin, S. J., our late
professor of philosophy, once more among us, but we
were sorry to learn that his coming is owing to ill health.
Thursday, Nov. 1st, the Feast of All Saints, was cele
brated with the usual impressive ceremonies. The cele
brant of the solemn High Mass was Rev. Fr. Buckley, S.J.,
with Rev. Fr. Jones, S. J., as deacon, and Mr. Collins, S. J.,
sub-deacon, Mr. Moakley, S. J., master of ceremonies, and
Mr. P. Joseph Martin, assistant master of ceremonies.
J ohn M. Connolly, ’98.
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THE RHETORICIANS’ NIQHT.
“ Your are asweleome worthy sir, as I
Have words to bid you.”

Another bright link was added to the chain of festivi
ties in the college, Wednesday, Nov. 21, when the Rhetor
icians tendered their banquet and entertainment to the
faculty and students. To say it was successful in every
detail, would be but to express the plain truth. After
much labor on their part, the men of ’96 may well rest
on the laurels which they have won, conscious that their
efforts have been productive of the happiest results.
During the scholastic year no celebration brings together
to such an extent the students of the college, as does
Rhetoricians’ night. This fact was most clearly shown at
the recent banquet, when the entire body of students,
with the exception of two who were unavoidably absent,
sat down to discuss the delicacies prepared for their good
cheer. As each class entered the refectory, the walls of
that venerable hall re-echoed with lusty class cries.
While a general and very successful assault was made on
the edibles which bountifully graced the board, appropriate
songs and cheers extolling the men of ’96, were continu
ally in order. The good feelings and kindly spirit which
were so noticeable throughout, can by no means be con
sidered as an insignificant feature of that evening. This,
alone would suffice to make the Rhetoricans’ banquet a
success. It was a hearty night, and could not help being
a happy one. Verily
“ Cheerful looks make every dish a feast,
And ’tis that, crowns a welcome.”

At 7.30 p. m., many of the faculty followed by the
junior class entered Fenwick Hall. The literary enter
tainment and operetta that followed were a source of much
interest and amusement. The following was the pro
gramme :
Chorus—Class Song,
’96
Opening Address,
. . .
James F. Ahern
Solo—“ A Letter to Heaven,” William J. Judge
Class History,
Thomas E. Cavanaugh
Solo—“ The Slave’s Dream,”
George J. Boden
Operetta (Box and Cox),
Messrs. Foran, McGillicuddy and Lally
Piano Solo,
.
.
.
.
John J. Jackson
Solo—“ The Winds That W aft My Sighs to Thee,”
Patrick T. O’Reilly
Recitation—Roscius Delsartus,
Thomas Riley
Class Prophecy,
John E. Smith
C h o r u s , ........................................................
’96
Patrick T. O’Connor, Accompanist.
Mr. Ahern’s speech was a fitting address of welcome.
He made a very happy use of that famous Latin verse so
well known to classical students:
Quis? quids* ubi? per quos? quoties? cur? quomodo? quando?

“ Quid? W hat are we here for? We are here to
night to perpetuate the pleasant custom of our Alma
https://crossworks.holycross.edu/purple/vol1/iss4/1
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Mater, which calls for a class night by the juniors; we
are here to strengthen that bond of friendship and goodfellowship which has always characterized the students
of Holy Cross. W e are here to make you happy, to add
another golden link to the chain which will bind us
closer and firmer together, which will always live in our
memories, which will always remind us of our happy
mountain home.”
The choruses revealed to us an amount of musical
ability in the class of Rhetoric which surprised all. The
solos were especially pleasing as is evidenced by the
encores with which they were received. Mr. Patrick T.
O’Connor, presided at the piano with true artistic ability.
The Class History, by Mr. Cavanaugh, was a cheerful
collection of happy reminiscences recalling many bright
hours in the collegiate years past. The Operetta was
replete with lively music and humor. Thos. J. Lally as
“ Bouncer ” made an impression on his auditors which
they will recall with pleasure for many a day. Mr.
McGillicuddy and Mr. Foran rendered their parts re
markably well. Mr. Riley as Roscius Delsartus was the
surprise of the evening, and brought down the house; his
unique gestures savored much of the Parisian gentleman.
The Class Prophecy read by Mr. Smith evoked much
applause. The final chorus was a fitting termination to
a delightful entertainment; it abounded in many pleasant
hits. For instance:
The Tammany Tiger now
Is next upon the list,
For all of you’ll allow
He sorely would be missed;
And since he’s feeling sore
That Dave Hill is now no more,
Wev’e sympathy galore.
H urrah!

After so much time devoted to the happiness of others,
the Juniors repaired to the refectoiy where, not
withstanding the lateness of the hour many members
of the faculty were present. After the Tepast, Mr. Henry
J. Murray, toast-master, introduced in his usual felicitous
style, the different speakers. Rev. Fr. Rector congratu
lated the class on their admirable entertainment. Fr.
Hanselman spoke of the good results of the evening, and
hoped for a continuance of such festivities. Mr. Shealy,
their professor, spoke briefly on their excellent class-spirit,
to which he attributed the success of the evening. Fr.
Dufour’s very original remarks were highly appreciated.
The reverend speaker said he lacked the courage to speak
at length after hearing the inimitable Roscius Delsartus.
Mr. Collins, S. J., professor of chemistry, in the course of
his short speech, managed to work in a few points on his
favorite hobby, which were well taken. Mr. Rousseau,
S. J., favored the class in a few well chosen words suited
to the occasion. Mr. John Smith spoke for the class; Mr.
Foran responded in behalf of the Thespians. Mr. Earls
then arose in behalf of T he P urple and expressed the
wish that every student would do his utmost for the suc
cess of the paper. Then with cheers for the college and
the class of ’96, the Rhetoricians’ night was over.
A ndrew M. L eonard , ’95.
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ATHLETICS.
On November 17th the Junior Football eleven won
their fifth consecutive game, by defeating an eleven from
the class of philosophy, The teams were about evenly
matched, and gave a fine exhibition. Callahan, Shana
han and Casey, of the Juniors, played a brilliant game
throughout. Casey made a run of 20 yards, and scored
the only touchdown of the game. McBain, Powers and
Kerrigan played well for the Philosophers. McBain
made a run of 50 yards for a touchdown, which was not
allowed.
JUNIORS V S. HINMAN’S BUSINESS COLLEGE.

On November 20th the Junior eleven won its sixth
victory, without allowing the opposing eleven to score,
when it defeated the eleven of Hinman’s Business Col
lege by a score of 36 to 0. The Juniors, while not as
heavy as their opponents, played all around them, and
had the ball continually in then* possession. Shanahan,
Casey, Scully and Callahan, of the Juniors, played a re
markable game throughout, and made extensive gains
each time they tried.

by downs, and Casey makes a gain of 12 yards around
the left. O’Leary runs around the right end for 6 yards.
The H. C. C. Juniors try the revolving wedge again, and
gain 6 yards, and then Casey breaks from the scrimmage
and makes a run of 20 yards. The gain is a good one,
and by a series of sharp rushes, the H. C. C. Juniors
push Scully over the line for a second touchdown, in 17
minutes. O’Leary failed to kick a goal. Time was called
with the ball on the High School’s 30 yard line. The
line up was as follows; the changes in the line being
made at the end of the first half:
h . c. c . JUNIORS.
HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS.
Shanahan, 1. e.
Gregon, r. e.
Toohig, 1. t.
Hulbert, r. t.
O’Rourke, 1. g.
Ware (Gulick. r. g.
Campbell (Fleming) c.
Brown, c.
O’Neil, r. g.
McQuade, 1. g.
Ryan (Hennessey) r. t.
Smith, 1. t.
Linehan (Madden) r. e.
Scofield, 1. e.
Callahan, q. b.
Stewart, q. b,
Casey, 1. h. b.
Baker, r. h. b.
Conlin (capt.) O’Leary, r.h.b.
Desmond, 1. h. b.
Scully, f. b.
McGregor (capt.) f. b.

SUMMARY.

SUMMARY:

Score, Juniors 36, Hinman’s 0. Touchdowns, Casey, 3,
Scully 2, Callahan 1, Shanahan 1. Goals kicked, Linehan
4. Umpire, Hennessey, ’98. Referee, Wm. Delaney.
Linesman, Finn, ’98. Time, two 20 minute halves.

Score, H. C. C. Juniors 8, High School Juniors 0.
Touchdowns, Casey, Scully. Umpire, E. K. Loud. Ref
eree, Wm. Delaney. Linesman, H. Whiting. Time,
two 20 minute halves.
The team race between Holy Cross and Technology,
in which some of the crack athletes of Worcester are
entered, will take place on the evening of December 19,
at the Worcester Skating Rink. McBain, ’95, Bickford,
’96, Austin, ’96, Sockalexis, ’99, Dunnigan, ’95, McGillicuddy, ’96, Powers, ’95, and Maroney, ’98, are training
hard for this event.
The Third Eleven defeated the Columbias, November
17th, by a score of 6 to 0.
J o h n S. O ’B r i e n , ’99.

H. c. C. JUNIORS V S. HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS.

The Juniors won the championship of Worcester
County, by defeating the High School Juniors, at the
Oval, November 24th; by a score of 8 to 0. About 150
students witness the game, which was marked with bril
liant plays on both sides. The star player of the game
was Casey of the H. C. C. Desmond and McGregor of
the High School also played a brilliant game. The
High School’s were the heavier team, but the H. C. C.
boys held their line in a manner that was astonishing,
and made most of their gains by bucking the center, and
by mass plays.
FIRST HALF.

McGregor kicked off to the 35 yard line. Casey
makes a brilliant run of 30 yards before he is tackled by
McGregor. The H. C. C. Juniors then tried their revol
ving wedge, and by a series of sharp rushes, pushed
Casey over the line for a touchdown. Linehan failed
to kick a goal. On the second kick off, McGregor kicked
the ball to the H. C. C. Juniors’ 25 yard line. Linehan
fumbles but succeeds in getting to the 20 yard line be
fore he was tackled by Baker. Casey then goes through
the center for 4 yards. Casey attempts to go around
left-end, but is tackled by Baker, and the half ended
with the ball on the High School’s 5 yard line.
SECOND HALF.

O’Leary kicks to the High School’s 25 yard line. Sco
field gets the ball and reaches the 15 yard line before he
is tackled by Casey. The High School introduces the
momentum play. This succeeds well for three efforts.
The H. C. C. Juniors get the ball on their 15 yard line
Published by CrossWorks,

THE HIDGETS ON THE GRIDIRON.
BY ONE OF THEM.

A great game of foot-ball, the H. C. C. Midgets
against the Clermonts! W hat excitement 1 All the
leading papers are represented, and enthusiastic lovers
of the game from Harvard and Yale are present to get
points from the crack players. See, here are the Mid
gets with their coach, the O’Leary, and their capt., the
genius of the college, M. Regan. There is a rush, and
the opposing teams meet with a crash. Our lightweight
from Jersey is immovable in the centre. There is Regan
around the end, a great run, 15 yards, but alas for the
“ vanity of human wishes” he ignominiously falls.
W hat a fall was there! He’s up again—and lo ! he
crosses the goal line. Hip, hip, for the capt. Time is
called, score, 24, 0.
The Midgets bathe their heads, in aqua pura, and be
gin again with new energy. The ball is kicked—a rush
—a scrimmage, and by Jabers, one of the Clermonts
tears h is ------below the ankle. Accidents will occur__
W i l l a r d F. X. R e g a n , 1900.
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As one of our staff was strolling past the study hall on
the last election day, his ready eye noted the following
lines posted up in a place of prominence. The hero’s
heart was willing, but__

HALLOW-E’EN AT HOLY CROSS.
“ This is Hallow-e’en
The morn is Hallow-day.”

The Whitinsville boy to the polls has gone,
At the ballot-box you’ll find him ;
His holiday vest he has buttoned on,
And his class-books left behind him.

Wi merry sangs, and friendly cracks,
I wat they didna weary;
And unco tales, and funny jokes,
Their sports were cheap and cheery.”

Hallow-e’en once more! The old college refectory
resounded with song and cheer, and all was joy and
merriment! Indeed there was a spontaneity and sim
plicity about the improvised entertainment, which re
minded one favorably of the home circle; for the boys
entered into the spirit of the evening with old-time
heartiness. Owing to the absence of our esthetic Phil
from Pittsfield, the orchestra, cujus pars m agnafuit, did
not add sweet music to the occasion. Jemmie Gookin,
the old reliable, was carried in triumph to the piano,
which he “ drummed” with characteristic energy. « Gents
take your partners,” opened the mazes of the dance; and
the light hearted youths went gliding along with the
ease and grace of silver-toed nymphs. The singing was
e y our genial Sockalexis—his rich clear tenor was at
its best in “ Day by Day.” Our only Judge followed
suit, who sweetly sang of his days in “ Old Madrid.”
Then came a trio composed of Messrs. Dixon, Kelley and
unmgan, who, with soul-inspiring harmony, extolled
the beauty of “ Love’s old Song.” Mr. Gaffney’s clever
clog dancing was an unexpected and gladly welcomed
treat, and Mr. Glasgow was a New Bedford wonder, as
he twirled the clubs in all sorts of curves, angles, sines,
cosines and tangents. Now, the snap apple and ducking
are an order. The first duck is made by Minini, who
emerges from the tub « Monarch of all he surveys,” with
a quarter between his teeth. Many others followed his
example and met with a-like success. Our football en
thusiast, Mr. Pete Crowley, deserves much credit for the
excellent manner in which he fulfilled the duties of floormanager. He was ably assisted by our Arthur, the
“ youthful and shy.” After three rousing good cheers,
the entertainment was ended, and all voted Hallow-e’en
at Holy Cross, a jolly good night.
W alter A. R eilly , ’95.

JOTTINQS.
One of the “Acroama Circle ” had a peculiar experience
dunng the summer. A fair daughter of Lowell, hearing
o his poetical ability, asked his .opinion of a poem which
a lady friend of hers had composed. Judge our modest
friend’s surprise when he recognized therein, a poem,
whose original appears in the “Acroama Souvenir”
under the title, “ If you would be my-Friend.” We
congratulate the fair plagiarist upon the high standard
of her taste.
https://crossworks.holycross.edu/purple/vol1/iss4/1
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Oh John E. Russell! says this voter bold,
Though all the town betrays thee,
One vote at least shall not be sold,
One faithful heart shall praise thee.
A nonymous.

When Mr. H., a few days since, in the demonstration
of some philosophical truth, said, “ habeo circulum,”
some of his fellow classmates were unkind enough to as
sert that, “ circulum,” signified a “ wheel.”
Teacher: W hy is gallina in the nominative? Pupil
(Mul—.,) because it’s a hen.
F red ’s F irst E xperience

of the

“ W eed ,”

in a triolet .

The day I smoked my first cigar,
A man methought to be;
I did not hope my joy to mar,
The day I smoked my first cigar.
How my poor head went all ajar,
A sorry sight to see—
The day I smoked my first cigar
A man methought to be.
F. J. McK.

The Light of Providence once more shines on our path
way.
The Rev. Prefect of the corridor is annoyed by the
vocal efforts of the philosophers. Sweet melodies coming
from each room are blended into the following pot- .
pourri:
“ Two girls in Blue,” and “ Comrades” too,
“ The Wind that Shakes the Barley,”
“ My Daisy Bell,” “ The Wayside Well,”
“ Oh! you can’t lose me Charlie.”
“ Oh Sweet Marie, how I love thee
Because you are so spooney,”
When Summer Comes—“ We were Chums ”
And “ Little Annie Roonev.”
L. A. F.

Don’t be discouraged if every quality shines not in
thee. There’s many a musical soul without a Terpsichorean foot. Have you heard this, Bouncer?
The Delsarte movement has scored a decided success
under Prof. Riley. His expression in voice and action
has suddenly become famous. The Oxford movement
isn’t in it.
I do not hear the old songs sung much of late. Have
the impromptu glee clubs disbanded, or has “ the soul of
music fled ?” Revive the old strains.
There were many sore heads among the Harvard con
tingent here Sunday morning. I wonder if the seniors
brought away as much money from Springfield as they
took with them. The betting makes the head almost as
sore as the slugging.
T imothy C. Collins, ’96.
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D O W N E Y , C lo th ie r ,

W e can show you the Finest Line of OVERCOATS in
Blue and Black to be obtained. 44, 47 and 50 inches long
Our elegant lines of HATS and FURNISHINGS will please you.
W e aim to have the L A T E S T in the N ew York Market.

D A N IE L D O W N E Y
Knowles Building

(Cor. Chatham)
M. J . D O Y L E.

ANDREW ATHY,
Undertaker and Embalmer
Telephone, 345-5.

5 2 2 Main Street
D . J . D O Y L E.

DOYLE BROS.,
Dealers in

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers

Night Bell.

And Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
1S2 Front St.,
Worcester, Mass.

Calls Promptly Attended.

F. H. KENDRICK, ft D. S.
^ ro w j)

PETER J. NIHILL,

Custom * Tailor,
Burnside Building, Room 6,

3 3 9 M A IN S T R E E T ,
Worcester, M ass.

FULLER & DELANO,

U/ork apd <iold pillii^

ARCHITECTS,
( j ♦' * o

A SPECIALTY.

O.C.C. Adams Co.

Gras and Vapor administered.

518 riain Street,

PRESCRIPTION
Worcester.

OPTICIANS.

BAY * STATE * HOUSE, 390 Main Street,
W orcester, M ass.

F

P.

rank

D

ouglass,

Worcester, Hass.

Prop.

Graduated Prices. First-class in every respect.
Elevator. Steam Heated Throughout.

Repairing of all kinds a Specialty.

COMERFORD & DOWD,

P. J. SULLIVAN,

T eas and. Goffees,

Shirt iTaker,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

ii 8 Front Street, Worcester

15 GREEN STREET.

BAY STATE COAL CO.

Piano, Organ and Voice

OFFICE AND YARD,

STUDIO, ROOM 217,

107 GOLD STREET,
B R A N C H O F F IC E S :

104 Front Street,

J. P . Butler, 3 5 Vernon Street,
A. J. Lajoie. 73 Southgate Street,
Eugene Belisle, Glen and Hanover Streets,
Gentesse Bros., Grafton and Winter Streets,
C. B. Scott, 42 Chandler Street.
Buy your Coal from us and save money.
LOUIS DUBREUIS.

JOHN B . SIMABD.

4 5 2 M ain Street,

PROF. FRANK CARR,

I

4°5 A\aiQ 5 treeC, U/oreester.

Prof, of music at the college.

W orcester.

Catholic Books
AND

Religious Goods
We keep on hand a choice line of R eligious
Books, Stories, Biographies, E tc.
They include the finest Catholic and Ir is h
Books by the best authors.
Our assortment of P ra y e r Books, Sm all
Bibles, New Testaments, Rosaries, Scapu
lars, Crucifixes, etc,, is large and select, at
publisher's lo w e s t Prices, and respectfully
solicit the orders of ourfriends fa r any Catholic
publication issued in this country.
Best terms, prom pt and careful attention.
A liberal discount to the Rev. Clergy, Catholic
In stitu tion s.
Reliable A.gents Wanted in every city and
town. Very liberal inducements offered.

PHILIP RYAN,
98 FRONT STREET,

WORCESTER.

D.H.EAMES&CCL T . 13. G A R D ,

Have as F ine a StocJc o f Clothing
as any house in the trade. They
Guarantee quality and price, and
return the money i f any purchase
is not satisfactory.

MAIN STREET, COR. FRONT.

Jeweler and Silversmith,
852 MAIN ST.

WORCESTER,

Badges, Chains, Rings, Medals o f all kinds made
to order, also, all kinds of Jewelry Repairing.

SHIRLEY SM ITH , Costumer to Holy Cross College, 19 Tremont Row, Boston, Hass.

FUR ROBES L
Published by CrossWorks,

argest Stock:
eading Styles
o w e s t P rices

R. M. McALEER & CO, «55 HAIN STREET.
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Best line of Confectionery in the City
TRY

Jas. F{. pitzpatri^, D. D.5.
98 FRONT STREET,
WORCESTER, HASS.

^

C. F. M arsh & C o .’s,
511 nAIN STREET.
.Jr-----------

-

Worcester Coal Co.
* Coal *
PI U/jHO^ES/iCE /tfiD F^EJ/ilC.
General Office,

8 Pearl Street, Y. 1. C. A. Building,
Yards,

Artistic Patterns and lovely
Tints always appeal to people
of cultivated tastes, and this
D.
UPRAM,
is how they talk to you. The
Fine Tailoring. Foreign and Domestic
WOOLENS, made up by Journeymen prices are lower than you
Tailors. Trimmings and Fit Guaranteed
think.
337 M ain Street, opp. E lm .
Represented by Daniel J. Padula, past 12 years
J. F. T o o m e y is foreman
with A M. Thomas.
of our upholstery department
W . R. ROSS,
and will be pleased to show
Manufacturing # Jeweler.
Athletic Medals, School and Class Pins, Rings our line of Students’ Chairs
Etc., Made to Order a Specialty
of his own manufacture.

23 Manchester St. & 335 Southbridge

438 flain St., opp. Front,

WILLIAM E. DORAN,
Manufacturing Apothecary
and Prescription Druggist

t ¡LB L J \ f have your roll and turndown
W m
* collars cracked and tom ? Try the

And Dealer in Fine Drugs, Chemicals, Sponges,
Toilet Articles, Perfumery, Etc.
50 T r u m b u l l S tre e t , Worcester.
Telephone Call, 421=3.

Worcester.

BAY STATE LAUNDRY.
W e leave them in the same shape as new. We
do all kinds of Laundry Work in a first class
manner, and at short notice. Work called for
and delivered free,

17 C H U R C H

STREET.

Successful Builders
Look well to their foundations.
W e ’re
building our business in M E N ’S SH O E S
on M E R IT. W ith H E Y W O O D SH O E S
for the corner stone w e’ll rear an edifice
that will stand the storms of ages. Heywood Shoes are made to fit and S t a n d
A d v e r s it y .
They’re comfortable, stylish.
T h a t ’s w h y

we

R ecom m end

and

Sell

T hem

B o sto n S to re.

D en h olm & M cK ay Co.

A. A. M cL O U G H L IN ,
Practical plumber anb Sanitary Stiyineer
A n d D e a le r in A ll R i n d s of P lu m b in g S u p p lie s.

Special Attention given to testing prn ate residences forM\\\
Ventilation and Drainage. Estimates promptly given on\v\
all kinds of plumbing.
Out=of-tow n . work promptly 'Y
attended to.
https://crossworks.holycross.edu/purple/vol1/iss4/1

Office a n d S h o w R o o m s ,

27 MECHANIC STREET,
WORCESTER, MflSS.
TELEPHONE

3 11 -4 .
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Boyd, teed

*** o

5Ü

Qd.

WHOLESALE

NEAT AND ARTISTIC

H A TTER TO . . .
HOLY CRO SS . . .

GROCERS.

P RINTING

* $

üj

#

216 State and 61 Commerce Sts.,

5 4 0 Mail) S tr eet.

J. F r a n k Q u in n ,
New York Hat House,

-#*• BOSTON.

Printers of “ The Purple.”

People’s Coal Co.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Anthracite < ? 0 f \Z Bituminous
OFFICE, 68 FRONT STREET,
YARD, 121 GOLD STREET.
Telephone, 261-=4
____

D. A. BOONE.

OPP. CITY HALL
C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

Stone, Sfyoes,
3 8 3 Mail) S tr e e t

ALTAR WINES,
** # #
112 E A S T G E R M A N ST.,

(Efye IDebb

WORCESTER, HASS.

Patrick J. Bradshaw, Hanager

Baltimore, fid.

p. p. Ybup^ Ço.
Manufacturers of

(Brantte anb

irennan & Go,
P o p u la r H a tte r s ,

FINE SPECIALTIES IN

Deales entirely in fiats and Furnishings
of the latest styles and best materials.
For First-Class Trade Only.

SALESROOM :
FACTORY:

REAR GILMAN’S BLOCK,
WORCESTER, MASS.

ed to the boys each year, is our specialty,
and we cater for your trade.
IT PAYS TO ' » » it -----

GEO. A. S T E V E N S ,

Successor to Lewis & Emerson and
C. B. Eaton & Co.,

W H O L E S A L E AN D R E T A IL

Stationery, Blank Books
Wrapping Raper and Twines,
Office, School and Teachers'
Supplies.
505 MAIN ST.,

WORCESTER.

M U LR ER N

&

AND

MARLBOROUGH, N. H.

B u ild ers o f th e

8 2 F ront S treet.

"W illiam "W . JEtewis,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

WORCESTER, MASS.

We can sell you the Best $ 2 .00 , $ 2.50 and
$3.00 Hats ever sold in Worcester.

Graduation Hats which we have furnish

215 MAIN STREET.

Construction Co.

A ddition to th e

\e o f th e

(Brain Xtlercfyant
F L O U R , G R A IN , B A Y , B T C .

W C ro s s *

OFFICE AND STORE,

36 and 38 SOUTHBRiDGE ST.,
Worcester, Mass.

ESTABLISHED 1873.

Elevator and Mills on Providence and Worcester
Railroad, Quinsigamond. Capacity, 100,000
Bushels. Car Lots a Specialty.

p i a t t i

INCORPORATED 1891.

—
144 E a st 4 2 d S tr eet, N ew York,

5 tea/n, U/ater jteatip^ arçd Uerçtilatirç^ Apparatus.
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS PREPARED AND
ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING AND VENTI
LATING ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

Repairing
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Published by CrossWorks,
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M. B. LAMB,
:

:

d e a l e r in

:

Ü i

Eastern Representative of

The Matchless Shaw Piano,
LAMB’S BLOCK,
PLEASANT

STREET.

C. REBBOLI & SON,
C o n fec tio n e rs
and C aterers,

T o th e S tu d e n ts and* F riend s
o f H oly C ross C ollege
You are cordially invited to visit our store and inspect our Fall and Winter
Styles of Reliable CLOTHING. W e always have an excellent line of choice
Woolens for garment and measure. W e have every faculty for producing
the very finest CUSTOM WORK and we solicit your patronage. You will
find us in the front rank for HATS of all kinds and FURNISHING GOODS.
Lowest possible prices in every department.

T H E WAR E -P R A T T CO.
CLOTHIERS, TAILORS, HATTERS AND FURNISHERS.

GATELY & ROGERS,

f)o lb e n

High Grade Photos
411 Main S tr e e t

6 Pleasant Street,

25 per cent, discount to
Holy Cross Students

WORCESTER, JTASS.
Reserved for

:

:

:

:

75

n u b

:

Leading * Pianos.
43

a

PURPLE.

J. F| HINES,

282 MAIN STREET,
OPP. BAY STATE HOUSE.
Have the largest stock of

Furniture and Carpets
$

$

IN THE CITY

*

*

Our four floors are replete with every
and anything needed to furnish your house.

Gately & Rogers Furniture Co.

S H O E S MUST BE W0RN
WHY NOT BUY THEM

Raison, Simpson & Co.

BARBER
TO T H E
COLLEGE

* * OF * *

Mark F. Cosgrove
No. 78 FRONT STREET,

391 Main S tr eet

Flynn & Mahooy
Pubiishers

158 Grafton Street.

P. D. FOLEY,
IBalCer--#

Booksellers,
Catholic Church Goods and
Religious Articles.

The Latest Catholic Publications
ALWAYS ON HAND.

AND-

Confectioner,
466 Southhridge Street,

18 and 20 Essex Street, Boston,
P O P U L A R F A V O R IT E S ,
OUR H A TS !
WHY?
~4^\l)W%eC£LUse they
-FfMi i 1 ecause they
| ecause they
ecause they

W ORCESTER.

Opposite the M onum ent,

Arthur W. Rice & Co.,
Opticians,
Lamb's Block, 38 Pleasant Street.
We do our own grinding and are
enabled to fill Oculist's Formulas accu
rately and quickly, also, Lenses of any
form or kind, such as monocles or the like,
ground to order. Microscopes and Magni
fying Glasses. Mr. Rice was formerly
with O. C. C. Adams <fe Co. of this city.

Thos. Monahan & Son,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
DEALERS IN

are
are
are
are

up to the Times
Fashionable
Durable
as Represented.

¿ P r o v is io n ^

F R A N K J. Q U IN N & CO. Leaders inHats, O
96 FRONT STREET, OPPOSITE SALEH SQUARE.
10 per csnt discount to Students

8 TRUflBULL STREET.

M»»
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
^S pH E . POST GRADUATE DEPARTMENT of the College offers for 1894-95 courses in Rational Philosophy, General
Literature and Philology, English Literature, French Literature, Constitutional History, Chemistry and Mathematics.
This department is intended for graduates who desire to continue and extend their education in the Arts and Sciences,
w e er it e for the mere love of learning, or to qualify themselves as professors, or with a view to a more complete preparation
for some other of the learned professions, by devoting themselves to selected liberal studies, cognate to the career aimed at.
• j
e purpose is to surround the graduate student with all the facilities for advanced work and every inducement to
independent investigation.
THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT possesses a numerous faculty of exceptional eminence, a building recently enlarged and
supplied with every convenience for laboratory work in anatomy, chemistry, physiology, bacteriology, etc. It has access to
6 SL™ * new °Perating theatre of the Providence Hospital, and all other clinical and scientific advantages of Washington.
THE LAW DEPARTMENT has a faculty composed of men of national reputation. I t utilizes to the full the advantages
which make the National Capital the greatest centre of legal learning in the United States.
G r a d u a te s a r e I n v ite d to C o rre sp o n d w itti

Rev. J. RAVENS RICHARDS, S . J., Rector.

Tp çoiaece op jp pcY çrçoss
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Embraces in its whole extent, a period o f seven years, o f which three are given to the Preparatory
and Junior Classes, and the remaining fo u r to the Senior.
The last o f these years is devoted
exclusively to the study o f Rational Philosophy and the Natural Sciences. Each student, however,
on entering the College, will be assigned to the particular class fo r which it may appear, after
an examination by the Prefect o f Studies, that he is fitted.
Thence he will pass by regular
gradation through the remainder o f the course.
The study o f the French Language is a part o f the College Course. The other modern languages
may be taught • i f required/ but, together with Music, Drawing, Etc., will fo rm additional charges.
The Academic year begins on the first Wednesday o f September.

* * * TERM S : * * *
Board and Tuition,
Washing and Mending Linen, .
Physician’s Fee,
Hedicines charged to individuals.

B

o st o n

C

f’ per annum, $225.oo

J

Half-Boarders, per annum,
Day Scholars,
“
Students of Science, per annum,
Graduation Fee,

o l l e g e

* * * * * * *

.
.
.

$120.oo
60.00
lO.oo
lO.oo

— ^ -

CONDUCTED BY JESUIT FATHERS.

For Further Information Apply to

T . B R O S N A H A N , S. J.
Catalogues may be had at the Catholic Book Stores of Boston.
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